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The Trust for Public Land — Land for People 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So first, a bit about the great organization I work for. Who here has heard of the Trust for Public Land?  [Pause] We are national non-profit organization that works all across the country to create parks and protect land for people, ensuring healthy, livable communities for generations to come. Today, more than 7 million people can walk to one of the hundreds of parks we’ve created across the country. 
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Since 1979, The Trust 
for Public Land has 
protected nearly 
40,000 acres of Texas’s 
most important 
natural places, 
including over 1,800 
acres right here in 
North Texas.

Creating more parks for Texans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve been working in Texas since 1979, and have protected nearly 40,000 acres of our state’s most treasured natural places, including over 1,800 acres right here in the DFW region, including:
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Trust for Public Land Projects in North Texas

Chalk Hill Trail, Dallas | 33 Acres
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Trust for Public Land Projects in North Texas

Joppa Preserve, Dallas | 256 Acres



Our Vision: A high-quality park, trail, or greenspace 
within a 10-minute walk of all
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like to start all my presentations with a question: if you woke up tomorrow morning, and your car didn’t work, where could  you walk in ten minutes or less? How about to your office? What about to a grocery store? What about to a park? My organization, The Trust for Public Land, believes in the power of close-to-home parks—and we are on a mission to ensure that every resident of Dallas has a park within a ten-minute walk of where they live.
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Five Mile Creek Watershed
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• Rises near Dallas Executive Airport
• Over 15 miles in length, draining approximately 70 

square miles of Southern Dallas
• The watershed is fed by numerous named tributaries, 

including Ledbetter Creek, Crow Creek, Adams Branch, 
Alice Branch, Woody Branch, Red Bird Creek, Ricketts 
Branch, Runyon Springs Branch, Lisbon Branch

• Home to some of Dallas’ best known parks, including 
Kiest, Glenwood, and Boulder

About Five Mile Creek
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A “Greenbelt Network” for Southern Dallas
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you look at the parks and tributaries of the Five Mile Creek watershed against a dark background, you can see that the tributaries that feed into the main stem form a network that connects the entire area.



Home to Dallas’ “Heritage Landscapes”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you look at the parks and tributaries of the Five Mile Creek watershed against a dark background, you can see that the tributaries that feed into the main stem form a network that connects the entire area.



OUR VISION: An interconnected series of trails, parks, and 
greenspaces following the main stem and tributaries of Five 
Mile Creek. This greenbelt network would provide new 
recreational opportunities and unparalleled access to the 
natural beauty of the hills and valleys of Southern Dallas.
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1. A Five Mile Creek Wilderness Greenbelt Master Plan 
document

2. Ten focus group interviews with key stakeholders, 
including political leadership, Dallas Park Department 
staff, local education institutions, neighborhood 
organizations, and potential implementation partners

3. Three public visioning workshops
4. One community survey

Deliverables
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Community Engagement

We believe that expertise on place is 
local and robust engagement with local 
communities is essential to creating 
successful community spaces.  
Our goal is to reach as many community 
members as possible through:

• 10 stakeholder and focus group interviews (minimum)
• 3 public community meetings

– Tentatively planned to take place in the third week of October at 
Highland Hills Library, For Oak Cliff, UNT Dallas
 Evening of  Tuesday, October 16th * 

 Evening of Thursday, October 18th *  

 Afternoon of Saturday, October 20th *
– *Dates are subject to change

• Public survey and Facebook page for project
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community Engagement refers to the process by which The Trust for Public Land partners with community organizations and individuals to build ongoing relationships for the purpose of planning and creating parks and open spaces that contribute to healthy, livable communities. We believe that expertise on place is local and robust engagement with local communities is essential to creating successful community spaces.



Thank you!
Molly Plummer | Parks for People Program Manager
molly.plummer@tpl.org | 214-433-1361
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